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Comment: 
Hi MVK! I was visiting with some friends and they talked about a kind of goat that faints?? Do 

you know anything about them?? 

 

MVK:  
A fainting goat is a breed of domestic goat whose muscles freeze for roughly 10 seconds when 

the goat is startled. Though painless, this generally results in the animal collapsing on its 

side. The characteristic is caused by a hereditary genetic disorder called myotonia 

congenita. When startled, younger goats will stiffen and fall over. Older goats learn to 

spread their legs or lean against something when startled, and often they continue to run 

about in an awkward, stiff-legged shuffle. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f_3Utmj4RPU&feature=related 

 

MVK:  
Fast huh????? Per Wikipedia 

 

MVK:  
Slightly smaller than standard breeds of goat, fainting goats are generally 43 to 64 cm (17 to 25 

in) tall and can weigh anywhere from 27 to 79 kg (60 to 170 lb). Males, or bucks, as they 

are often referred to can be as heavy as 200 pounds.[1] They have large, prominent eyes 

in high sockets. Their hair can be short or long, with certain individuals producing a great 

deal of cashmere during colder months. There appears to be no angora strain of the 

fainting goat. Common coat colors are black and white; however, most possible coat 

colors are found in this breed. Per Wikipedia 
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Comment: 
Hmmmmm, those goats must be cousins to possums that have the same problem when surprised. 

LOL 

 

MVK:  
Rabbits too - they will hold very very still. 

 

Comment: 
MVK, I've seen stories on the fainting goats. They are incredible. 

 

MVK:  
I have never heard of them. Learn something new almost every night on here. 

 

Comment: 
Do the fainting goats also produce milk?? 

 

MVK:  
Classified as a meat goat as opposed to a dairy goat, it can be raised for chevon (goat meat). This 

breed is listed as threatened by the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy so the 

fainting goat is not used as often for chevon as other meat goat breeds; its rarity makes 

the live goat more valuable.[3] The fainting goat is specifically specialized for smaller 

production operations as they are unable to challenge fences as vigorously as larger meat 

goat breeds. This is due in part to their smaller size and also because of the myotonia. 

Their size makes them easier to care for during chores such as foot trimming and 

administering medication. Smaller specimens of fainting goats are frequently kept as 

pets. Per Wikipedia 

 

Comment: 
I learned yesterday that goat meat was the #1 meat consumed in the world. That was my 5th 

guess. 

 

MVK:  
Goat cheese is my favorite I think. 

 

Comment: 
Oops - caught myself in a lie. Just checked my facts about goat meat being the most consumed 

worldwide (that came from a NY Times article, but Wiki sez that's incorrect. It's 4th. I 

wouldn't want to be spreading untruths - and should have checked with Wiki first :( 

 

Comment: 
MVK....how long do the goats stay in a state of "frozen"?? I mean could you pick them up and 

walk around with them before they came to? 

 

MVK:  
A few seconds but in some it lasts longer. 
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Comment: 
I saw that movie....were there really goats in that movie?? 

 

Comment: 
I've heard of a goatee, but here's a goat tree. http://youtu.be/oQev3UoGp2M 

 

Comment: 
MVK, I know what you mean about the poor little goats. Almost every other video was really 

mean-spirited with people scaring them on purpose and then howling with laughter. It 

took a while for me to find one that wasn't really too mean... 

 

Comment: 
MVK--I so agree with you about that video. People are sick to laugh at things like that. Uggggg 

Poor helpless animals. 

 

Comment: 
I really feel spoiled when I get to enjoy soap from goat's milk. Is it Mongolian goat wool that is 

so soft?? 

 

MVK:  
I know the Turkish goats are known for angora which is every soft. 

 

Comment: 
Evening all. Manu interruptions to my lurking tonight, but just want to say I absolutely love 

goats, esp. French Alpine, British Toggenburg and Pygmy breeds. Not so much the 

"Fainting Goat", tho. The others are so delightful, social creatures and much maligned by 

folks sometimes. Their milk and cheese is the most delish and healthful. The fat globules 

in the milk is closer to that of human and the reason why human babies do so well with 

goat milk... Much easier to digest. Just sayin... 

 

MVK:  
I would like to have a goat farm or ranch or whatever. Always like the babies too. 

 

 

http://youtu.be/oQev3UoGp2M

